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Humanimal: A Proposal for Hybridity 

Written by: Amina Masood 

 

 

I slip my arms into yours, to become four-limbed 
I slip my arms into the sleeves of your shirt 

To write this, the memoir of your body 
- Bhanu Kapil (Location 94). 

 
 

 

There is a place where all things meet and merge- allowing the existence of hybridity. In 

her book, Humanimal, Bhanu Kapil explores the idea of a hybrid space that allows binaries to be 

broken down. The title’s “an” exists as this space between hum“an” and “an”imal. Kapil 

examines the ways in which language and poetry can play a role in creating this hybrid space 

where humans can understand each other as well as the natural world. In doing so, her book 

becomes a “project for future children” (Kapil, Location 35). She suggests that if we take action 

trying to erase dualisms, such as the dualisms between man and woman, human and nature, 

human and animal, then future children can come into a world that is free of the dualist structure. 

Kapil stresses the importance of an anti-dualist world because hybridity necessitates 

understanding, whereas dualism creates structures of opposition.  

Humanimal is based on the true story of two girls, Amala and Kamala, who were found 

living with wolves in Bengal, India in 1920. Amala and Kamala, also referred to as the “wolf 

children,” were found by Revered Singh, who had opened up an orphanage after he saw so many 

hungry orphans in the streets of Bengal (Squires, 314). The Reverend went out and extracted 
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these children to bring them back to his orphanage (314). In 1927, Reverend Singh shared the 

notes he had been keeping, about the girls, in a diary with Paul Squires; Squires then published 

them in The American Journal of Psychology. Singh wrote in his notes that he guessed Amala 

and Kamala to be two and eight years old, respectively (314). His other journal entries explain 

how he tried to get them to assimilate into the human culture by attempting to teach them to eat, 

drink, and perhaps most importantly, learn language (Squires, 314, Kapil, location 408). Both 

girls died. Amala died within a year of her being dislocated and Kamala died seven years later. 

For Kapil, Humanimal becomes an elegy; a way to mourn for Amala and Kamala. Furthermore, 

Kapil creates a narrative of the stories of Amala and Kamala to show the harms of dualist 

thinking. As a critic of Kapil’s book, Kass Fleisher, says “Assembling chunks of Singh's diary, 

the imagined voice of Kamala, and the narrator's interrogation of frontiers (animal/human, 

feral/moral, unlanguaged/ syntaxed, Kapil compiles a stunning investigative fiction” (Fliesher).  

In order to write Humaninmal, Kapil traveled to India so that she could completely 

submerge herself into the lives of Amala and Kamala. Kapil says she writes Humanimal, because 

she “has to” (Kapil, Location 35). In a way, language allows Kapil to talk to Amala and Kamala, 

“It’s 1921, mid-November, and I can’t find her sometimes, on the other side of everything. 

Stresses of light—I don’t know how to change them, these amounts. This is absurd. I write on a 

piece of paper all morning, then fold it in two” (Location 97). Language allows Kapil to give life 

to Amala and Kamala, “I wanted to write until they were real. When they began to breathe, 

opening their mouths in the space next to writing, I stopped writing” (Location 292). Language 

allows Kapil to speak to them and to speak for them, it allows her to make “a cut in the trees and 

let her go” (Location 238). For Kapil, language also becomes a mean of breaking dualisms where 

action fails. Kapil demonstrates that action fails through inactivity because of ignorance created 
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by dualisms. Thus, to create real and political change in the world, language mediates where 

action fails. For Kapil, poetry has the power to assert itself into a mainstream narrative to disrupt 

it and to stand on its own while presenting a different narrative.  

Humanimal is broken into two sections. Kapil offers an explanation of the two sections; 

Kapil writes that she began writing about her “wolf girls” in two different spaces- one space was 

a “blue sky fiction, imagining a future for a child who died” (Kapil, Location 35). The first 

section of the book, “Humanimal 1” is short (2 pages) and explores a future in which Kapil 

imagines “a future for a child who died” and thus introduces the idea that her text will show the 

ways in which the past and future are linked by the present (Location 35). Kapil enforces that by 

understanding the past, we can take action in the present to develop a better future. The other 

section of Kapil’s book, “Humanimal 2,” is written in prose form; each paragraph of the poem is 

either numbered or lettered.  Kapil writes that this section is “real in different ways:  a double 

envelope, fluid digits, scary” (Location 35). A double envelope is an envelope that has a slightly 

smaller envelope that fits inside of it. This suggests that Kapil’s narrative, although separate, are 

fitted into each other. Her usage of the term “fluid digits” shows the ways in which her narratives 

dissolves into each other the way two fluids do. Each narrative adds to and enhances the other, 

revealing that although each narrative could stand on its own- its true beauty comes from its 

mixing. Thus, Kapil’s text itself becomes a hybrid; hybrid is defined by the Oxford English 

Dictionary as “anything derived from heterogeneous sources, or composed of different or 

incongruous elements” (OED).  

In opposition to dualist structures, Kapil’s text underscores the need for a hybrid “place 

where things previously separate moved together in a wet pivot” (Kapil, Location 42). Val 

Plumwood, in her essay “Feminism and the Mastery of Nature,” argues that a dualist structure 
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allows binaries to be created that not only accept difference, but lead to a devaluation of a group 

of people or a specific thing, namely non-citizens, colonized peoples, women, animals and nature 

(Plumwood, 24). Plumwood states, “dualism is a process in which power forms identity, one 

which distorts both sides of what it splits apart, the master and the slave, the coloniser and the 

colonised, the sadist and the masochist, the egoist and the self-abnegating altruist, the masculine 

and the feminine, human and nature.” In Humanimal, Kapil focuses on many of these structures 

of dualisms with an emphasis on the dualisms created by colonialism and an undermining of 

animals and the natural world.  

In order to show the harms of dualist thinking, Kapil weaves her narrative of Amala and 

Kamala to the narrative of British colonialism in India. Colonialism is in introduced in 

“Humanimal 1” and weaved into “Humanimal 2.” In “Humanimal 1” Kapil gives narrative to an 

image of one of the girls and she writes that in the developed image, “an x-ray of a marine 

skeleton was superimposed upon her left arm” (kapil, Location 47). In Colonialism as Civilizing 

Mission, historian Michael Mann talks about colonialism as a mission that was set in place to 

attempt to civilize an India that the British viewed to be uncivilized (Fischer-Tiné & Mann, 4). 

The British created a dualist structure where their personal ideas of modernity and success were 

placed higher than the cultural and political practices of India and its people (Fischer-Tiné & 

Mann, 5). He further argues that by claiming that the Indian people are uncivilized, and thus 

different from and lesser than the British, the British were able to justify their colonial actions 

(Fischer-Tiné & Mann, 4). 

In “Humanimal 2,” Kapil further explores the narrative of British colonialism and how it 

is related to the story of Amala and Kamala. The man that finds the girls is a reverend, Reverend 

Singh (Kapil, Location 24). The “corrective therapy” that the revered applies to Amala and 
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Kamala, by readjusting their bones, teaching them human language, etc., echoes the ways in 

which the British tried to civilize the Indian people. Reverend Singh is a missionary who is 

living among a tribal population and attempting to convert them to Christianity. Kapil shows 

how he runs an orphanage, but his orphanage is Church-Run. His actions aren’t purely good, but 

tainted with an ideological agenda. Rather than allowing the orphans to keep their Indian 

heritage and religion, the Reverend converts them to Christianity; “It’s Palm Sunday and 

Kamala, with the other orphans in a dark, glittery crocodile, walks from Home to church. 

(Location 83, [6]). Also, by showing the usage of terms like “Indian anaconda,” Kapil 

demonstrates the ways in which remnants of colonialism even survive in language.  

Kapil also address the ways in which British colonialism in India affected the natural 

landscape of India to demonstrate the negative impacts on nature due to dualist structures. Kapil 

focuses on the Jungle and deforestation that happened in India during colonial rule. She writes, 

“De-forest. The way land is always settled, gives up and then there are mercies” (Kapil, Location 

93 [12.i.]). Here, Kapil is addressing the way in which nature, either naturally or artificially, 

becomes a source of human betterment. And when this source is depleted or no longer needed, 

the object (nature) is destroyed, or deforested. Kapil later talks about deforestation again. She 

explains that “the British erased sections of the forest and then re-planted it like a Norfolk, 

brutally. Linearity is brutal” (Location 232 [29.i.]). She notes that the jungle is more “luminous 

and spacious” than it would have been normally, but she adds that it’s “corrupt” (Location 232 

[29.i.]). She’s showing the ways in which humans are willing to partake in Humanimal 

relationships if it benefits them. At the same time, humans define the relationship to their own 

terms. Yes, the forest is better, but at the cost of many trees being torn down, a cost that is not 

paid by humans. Kapil further stresses that by destroying the natural world humans have not only 
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harmed nature itself, but also taken away the home of many animals, “a forest is a bed for 

animals” (Location 100 [10.i.]). 

Further delving into the dualist nature of human and nature relationships, Kapil seeks to 

demonstrate how separate humans are from animals. Reverend Singh kills the wolves that Amala 

and Kamala live with in order to get what he wants (the girls); “When the babies fall asleep, the 

mother slips out into the jungle. As she crosses the blue clearing, Joseph cocks his gun and aims, 

the culmination of weeks of hunting” (Location 186 [23]). He has no consciousness about taking 

the lives of the wolves or of taking the life of the wolves that exist within Amala and Kamala. 

His understanding of animals and humans is so dualist that he cannot accept the animals within 

Amala and Kamala, he doesn’t simply remove Amala and Kamala from the wolves, but 

Reverend Singh attempts to remove the wolves within Amala and Kamala.  

Not only are Amala and Kamala removed from their home and their wolf mother, but 

Kapil narrates many instances where Amala and Kamala are treated brutally. Once, when 

Kamala is sick, the Reverend is overcome with excitement because Kamala is speaking words, 

without writing in his diary of any worry he feels for the girl, “her tongue became active, and she 

commenced talking in a fashion that amazed us all immensely. Though the words were broken, 

yet she expressed herself in a wonderful way” (Kapil, Location 272 [L]). Kapil provides the 

words that were recorded by Reverend Singh as Kamala had said them and almost none of the 

words are said by Kamala correctly (Location 268 [L]). Some words are so far from the real 

words that they seem to suggest that the Reverend wanted, perhaps needed, Kamala to speak 

human language so badly that he formed real words out of what could have simply been 

murmurs. For example, Kamala says Ud, which the Reverend takes to be Ashud (medicine) 

(Location 268 [L]). This, again, reveals that the Reverend believes in dualisms to such an extent 
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that his concern for the health of Kamala is minimalized as long as he can somehow kill the wolf 

present within Kamala.    

The Reverend treats Amala and Kamala like objects and Kapil reinforces this by writing 

“he kept her, his girl, deep in the Home” (Kapil, Location 90 [7]). In his attempt to humanize the 

girls, Reverend Singh goes as far as to break their bones and forces them to eat like humans and 

adapt human language; “this is corrective therapy; the fascia hardening over a lifetime then split 

in order to re-set it, educate the nerves” (Kapil, Location 85, 137 [6, 16.i.]). Amala and Kamala 

are manipulated physically and emotionally to serve the human purpose. They become objects of 

study for Reverend Singh and they become a mythical object that the village people come to see 

(Kapil, Location 137 [16.i.]). In a scene that Kapil describes, the town people come to see the 

girls when Amala is dying (because she is sick). They feel no sense of remorse and pain, but only 

fascination with the wolf girls; “They swarmed to the room where the youngest girl was failing. 

They watched her fade and jerk in her cot, the spittle coming down over her chin” (Location 151 

[16.i.]). The wolf girl, the whole that is two separate halves, halves that aren’t supposed to mix 

and so they only envision the wolf dying- the half they don’t care about. On September 21, 1921 

Kamala does die, with no consequence to her Father or the town people. Her life becomes 

minimized to nothing more than a three sentenced death certificate and a grave in the yard of the 

Church (Location 153 [16.ii.]). Her only mourner is Kamala, “Kamala, her sister, though they 

were not sisters biologically but made sisters by feral life, keened and shuffled for many days at 

the perimeter of the Home” (Location 335 [41]). 

After the death of Amala, Kamala lives at the Home for approximately seven years, 

before she too dies. During those seven years Reverend Singh tries extremely hard to get Kamala 

familiar with human structures. Sadly, for the reverend, Kamala never truly learns human social 
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structures or shows interest in human social relations and activities. Kapil shows the ways in 

which Kamala only learns the restrictions of human culture and understanding. Kapil shows the 

ways in which Kamala learns the negatives of humanity- and why her understanding of humanity 

as negative was, perhaps, inevitable. Once, Kamala is accused of biting a girl, a practice normal 

for wolves, and pays for it heavily (Kapil, Location 288 [34]). Reverend Singh bites her, beats 

her with a bamboo wand and “then pricks her in the palm with its tip (Location 288 [34]). 

Although the Reverend was excited when Kamala spoke human language, he is quick to dismiss 

her wolf actions.  

After narrating the instance when Kamala is beat by the Reverend, Kapil introduces a 

diary entry from Reverend Sing: 

“A teacher, he wrote, in 1927: “Kamala learned to identify herself with the 

children. On the third of December, she was standing at the dining table when the 

table was being laid for tea. Mrs. Singh, finding her there, gave her a biscuit. She 

ran to the children, and all the children flocked around the table, expecting to get 

a biscuit each. Mrs. Singh scolded them for this coming in before the tea bell 

rang, and one by one they all left the dining room. Kamala put her biscuit on the 

table and went away”” (Kapil, Location 288 [L]) 

The Reverend thinks that he has taught Kamala to identify with other children, but Kapil 

suggests something different and more complex. Yes, Kamala might be “identifying” herself 

with the other children, but perhaps the identification isn’t on a deep human level. Perhaps 

Kamala leaves the biscuit because she is afraid of Mrs. Singh. Mrs. Singh yells at the other 

children and it is very likely that Kamala simply put the biscuit down because she didn’t want to 
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get beat again for doing something that the other children were scolded for doing. Her 

“identification” with the other children, which makes the Reverend happy because he thinks in 

terms of personal human progress, comes at the heart wrenching loss of Amala’s innocence and 

her wolves.  

For Kapil, Humanimal is a way of mourning for Amala and Kamala, because in a way 

she knows and loves the girls and also because no one had mourned for them. Her critique of 

dualist structures is that they promote an inability to understand or comprehend the “other.” 

British colonizers were unwilling to understand the exotic and different India that they 

encountered, humans are unwilling to understand nature and animals and in the same way, 

Reverend Singh was unable to understand the wolf girls. He didn’t respect their life style nor did 

he show them any kindness or love, although he made claim to them as if they were his wolf 

girls. For Reverend Singh, the wolf girl was nothing more than a “ghost—a hideous-looking 

being” (Kapil, Location 321). A being whose existence unnerved him to such an extent that he 

destroyed her home, he killed her family, and he tried to change in ways she probably didn’t 

even understand. For Reverend Singh, the only narrative Amala and Kamala can have is a human 

narrative. And so, at the center of Kapil’s text is her inability to understand the hate that Amala 

and Kamala saw, the lack of love with which they were treated by humans, and the lack of care 

and understanding with which their story was treated, “I looked into Amala’s eyes in the 

photograph but she looked away and began to cry” (Location 304 [M]). 

Humanimal in its mourning also presents a question to the reader, and perhaps the world: 

Are we willing to change and let go of dualist thinking? Why weren’t Amala and Kamala 

allowed to live with their wolves as hybrids, both human and animal? By providing the story of 

the British colonialism of India and Amala and Kamala, Kapil shows the negative effects of 
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dualist thinking. In contrast to dualist thinking, Kapil and her text become an embodiment of 

hybridity. Through understanding Amala and Kamala, through understanding India, through 

understanding that differences shouldn’t necessitate hate, Kapil demonstrates that hybridity leads 

to love. Kapil stresses that as individuals we must leave the space where we exist as only 

ourselves and venture to the places that offer us the comfort of others. Spaces of hybridity that 

allow us to know, understand and love other humans, nature, animals and the world around us. 

Through Kapil’s love for Amala and Kamala, the reader understands that to live in a world of 

acceptance, we must break the borders we have built around us in an attempt to separate 

ourselves from others; “each time she crosses, in truth or fiction, she breaks the tracery of 

delicate glass threads that marks the border (Kapil, Location 450 [59.i.]). 

Kapil, in this beautifully haunting book, Humanimal, demonstrates that a hybrid space 

demands understanding, it is a space where oppositions fall and fail. A hybrid space allows two 

separate narratives to spill onto and seep into each other, to realize their similarities and to 

reform in a way that accepts and allows differences. “A place where things previously separate 

moved together in a wet pivot” (Kapil, Location 42). She writes “notes for an animal-human 

mix: “Reaching and touching were the beginning actions”” (Location 180 [22]). The next step, 

Kapil suggests, is giving life to the hybrid space that she creates using language and applying 

this space to human thought and understanding so that future children of the world may know 

only love and understanding.  

In the photograph, a girl climbs a tree,  
reaching out to grasp the tail of a cat. I  

climbed that tree, disturbing a true sphere  
with its knotty fingers  
(Kapil, Location 209) 
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Partaking in a process of relearning, 
Your neurological pathways became conflicted 

The signaling process contaminated 
Love was harder than you’d thought 

Your spinal cord tried to resist the readjustments 
But the physicality of his touch 

overcame your excitatory post synaptic potential 
Your potential for transitional language 

dream of being a girl and not this 
this other disastrous thing. 

 
~For Amala and Kamala. 

 

 

 

 

 

*Italicized text is from Kapil  
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